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Executive Summary
The Smart Street Lighting NY program is
a collaboration between the New York
Power Authority (NYPA) and a growing
number of municipalities in the State of
New York. The program demonstrates
the important role that connected street
lighting can play in building smart city
infrastructure—infrastructure that offers
superior lighting-related benefits while
also serving as a platform for IoT-related
benefits both now and in the future.

Audience
A growing number of municipalities in the State of
New York including Albany, Rochester, and White
Plains.

Purpose
NYPA is helping New York municipalities convert their
street lights to connected LED, cutting energy usage
lowering emissions, and creating a platform for smart
city deployments.

Value
Each city participating in Smart Street Lighting NY is
unique, the program is designed to be flexible and
adaptable to local conditions. As such, the initiative
can serve as a model for similar smart infrastructure
projects elsewhere in the United States—and also
around the world.

Challenges
Urbanization, a leading trend in the past hundred
years, shows no signs of slowing down. As a result,
mayors and other municipal leaders in cities of all
sizes must confront a host of increasingly urgent
economic, environmental, and social issues.

Benefits
NYPA provides financial, logistical, technical, and
informational support for cities who want to upgrade
their street lighting to connected LED. This approach
has been a stunning success right out of the gate:
with commitments from more than 30 cities to
replace 250K street lights, the program is almost
halfway to its 2025 goal of converting 500K street
lights across the state. To date, more than 50K LED
street lights have been installed or are in the process
of being installed, saving more than 50 million kWh
and $8.5 million in energy costs per year.

Results
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Rochester: A Commitment to Sustainability
As of early 2020, the city of Rochester had replaced 9,600 street lights with Philips RoadFocus cobra heads under the Smart
Street Lighting NY project. RoadFocus luminaires integrate directly into the Interact City IoT lighting platform, allowing the city to
remotely monitor, control, and manage them. The city also added an additional 2,200 cobra heads to the Interact City system using
connector nodes, which plug into standard sockets and let cities easily connect existing assets without the need for replacement.
Luminaires connect to Interact City via cellular signals, which communicate precise location data along with information on
luminaire status and operations. Each luminaire in the system communicates individually, so there’s no single point of failure other
than the cell tower itself. Installation is essentially plug-and-play, requiring no special IT expertise on the city’s part.
Albany: Building for Generations to Come
As of early 2020, the city has replaced 70% of its 11,000 streetlights. It has also moved from replacing the lights alongside major
arteries to replacing lights in residential neighborhoods. Connected street lighting can serve as a platform for IoT-enabled services,
once the infrastructure is in place. Albany is considering adding sensors to the system, which would automatically brighten or dim
street lights depending on how many people or cars are in the vicinity.
With 70% of street lights in the city converted, Albany has already realized $2 million in energy and operational savings, and is
projecting annual savings of up to $3.3 million once the conversion is fully complete. Even factoring in the money that the city
borrowed for the project, the city foresees a net benefit of $1 million per year.
White Plains: The Game-Changing Powers of LED
For several years, the city had been swapping in LEDs for its existing vapor streetlights “slowly but surely,” in the words of Rick Hope,
Commissioner of Public Works. The city, which has traditionally owned its own street lights, would replace several hundred of its
almost 5,000 lights annually, as budget strictures allowed. The new lighting immediately improved the experience of city life for both
residents and visitors. The LED luminaires also deliver significant efficiency benefits. An LED cobra head can remain in service for
as long as 25 years, as opposed to the two or three years of a conventional luminaire, so work crews spend a lot less time changing
them.n Such operational efficiency benefits taxpayers, as does the new luminaires’ energy efficiency, consuming 50% to 70%
less energy than the conventional lights they replaced. As a result, White Plains is reducing their energy burden by an estimated
6,000,000 kWh per year.

Connected Street Lighting and the Urban Future
Connected street lighting can revolutionize a resident’s experience of a city. Here are a few examples:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Air quality sensors installed within the street lighting system can offer granular data to support targeted public health interventions
Noise sensors can alert the city when decibel levels on the streets exceed a threshold, ensuring quiet and healthy neighborhoods
for residents
Gunshot and fire detection sensors can integrate with police, fire, and emergency medical systems, allowing first responders to
react quickly when a crisis occurs
Easier identification of available parking and payment can reduce traffic and emissions
Traffic signal queue sizing and priority can better manage public transport, improve citizen productivity, and reduce traffic and
emissions
Smart poles can host Wi-Fi transmitters that offer public broadband access throughout the city, closing the digital divide

